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A Project for grade 10 Pupils (Age 15) 

1. Your Task 

Compare the forces that appear at a vertical  
circular motion with gravity. (…) 

3. Working Conditions: 2-3 pupils per group 
 

4. Hand-in:   Printed and a digital version 
 

5. Evaluation: 
contribution to pupils verbal evaluation of 1st half year 

2. Report: 
Write a report, 8 pages maximum including (...) 
 - description of what you did  
 - your measurements (raw data) as a table  
 - xy-diagram with x: radius, y: v² (...) 
 - List cost and time you invested 
 - critical review of the whole project  
 



Timeline 

CW33 CW34 CW35 CW36 CW37 CW38 CW39 CW40 

Intro.   
join group 
discuss 

exp.setup 

hand over 
report 

… not just summative assessment! 



Milestones and Formative Assessment 

CW33 CW34 CW35 CW36 CW37 CW38 CW39 CW40 

Intro.   
join group 
discuss 
exp.setup 

Get Material 
setup  
experiment 

Experiment 
get data 
create table 

Analyse 
data: 
diagram,  
lin. regress.  

Write report:      
 diagrams 

Write report:   
 
physics 

Write report: 
critics,  
cost + time 

hand over 
report 

Example Groups 

 

Impact on Physics Lessons 
Introduction  
of project 
work 

Force some 
pupils to get 
together  

Change  
curriculum: 
CM-
fundamental 
terms 

Compare 
forces at 
highest 
point in CM.  

Example 
sheet for 
data 
analysis  

Discussion: 
elongation 
not 
acceptable;  

How to 
handle bad 
data:  
  be fair! 

collect 
reports 
see film / 
experiment 

meet next 
weekend  

use disk 
instead of 
bike; set up 
takes time 

experiments 
done got 
fotos+data 
 

Analyse 
data ? 

Analyse  
data!   
g?   
start writing; 

No time: 
other exams 

Write report, 
reflection; 
cost+time  
print 

Hand over 
the report 

Don't know 
anybody; a 
lot to do; 

Don't know 
who to ask 

meet next 
weekend 

nut is tricky  
data taken 
web-search 

Need to 
hurry do data 
analysis  

Rush some 
diagrams; 
see report 
of others 

Hurry up: 
write report 

Hand over 
the report 



Examples of Pupils Work 
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Examples of Pupils Work 



Examples of Pupils Work 



Reduction to a 90Min. Lesson 

Task:  
Inquire the movement of a  
front-wheel quantitatively 
 

Material:  
stop-watch, screw-nut, yarn,  
paper, pen, measure-tape 



Impressions 1 



Impressions 2 



Impressions 3 



Future Work 

In 90 Minutes Lesson 
  A description of experimental setup; 
  Prepare a worksheet for data + analysis 

For Future Projects 
  Introducing regular status reports  
  Peer assessment, i.e. group partnerships 
  Define milestones 



Conclusion 

+ getting familiar with inquiry skills in practice; 

+ having a common goal stimulates physics lessons; 

+ improving pupil - teacher relations 
      

- indivual marks are difficult to give:  
  weaker pupils are covered by better pupils 

- extent of influence by others (parents...) can‘t be judged  
  accepting help + discussion => learning 



Conclusion 

Walt Disney:  
     

„I believe that parents and children both can 
have fun“ 

„I believe that teachers and pupils both can  
have fun and it is fun to learn.“ 

 


